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Abstract. This paper primarily concerns the study of parametric problems of infinite and 
semi-infinite programming, where functional constraints are given by systems of infinitely many lin-
ear inequalities indexed by an arbitrary set T, where decision variables run over Banach (infinite 
programming) or finite-dimensional (semi-infinite case) spaces, and where objectives are generally 
described by nonsmooth and nonconvex cost functions. The parameter space of admissible per-
turbations in such problems is formed by all bounded functions on T equipped with the standard 
supremum norm. Unless the index set T is finite, this space is intrinsically infinite-dimensional 
(nonreflexive and nonseparable) of the l=-type. By using advanced tools of variational analysis 
and generalized differentiation and largely exploiting underlying specific features of linear infinite 
constraints, we establish complete characterizations of robust Lipschitzian stability (with computing 
the exact bound of Lipschitzian moduli) for parametric maps of feasible solutions governed by linear 
infinite inequality systems and then derive verifiable necessary optimality conditions for the infinite 
and semi-infinite programs under consideration expressed in terms of their initial data. A crucial 
part of our analysis addresses the precise computation of coderivatives and their norms for infinite 
systems of parametric linear inequalities in general Banach spaces of decision variables. The results 
obtained are new in both frameworks of infinite and semi-infinite programming. 
Key words. semi-infinite and infinite programming, parametric optimization, variational anal-
ysis, linear infinite inequality systems, robust stability, necessary optimality conditions, generalized 
differentiation, coderivatives 
AMS subject classification. 90034, 90C05, 49J52, 49J53, 65F22 
1 Introduction 
This paper deals with problems of parametric optimization formalized as 
minimize cp(p,x) subject to x E :F(p), (1.1) 
where x E X is a decision variable belonging to an arbitrary Banach space X (which may 
be finite-dimensional), where p = (Pt)tET E P is a functional parameter taking values in 
the prescribed Banach space P of perturbations specified below, where <p: P x X -+ lR := 
( -oo, oo] is an extended-real-valued cost function finite at reference points, and where the 
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feasible set mapping F: P ~ X associated with the parameterized/indexed linear inequality 
system is defined by 
F(p) :={xEXI (a;,x) ~bt+Pt, tET}, p=(Pt)tm (1.2) 
involving an arbitrary (possibly infinite) index set T. For the sake of simplicity, from now 
on the linear inequality system in (1.2) will be also referred to as F(p). 
The data of (1.2) are given as follows: 
• a; E X* for all t E T, where the space X' is topologically dual to X with the canonical 
pairing ( ·, ·) between X and X*. If no confusion arises, we use the same notation II · II for 
the given norm in X and the corresponding dual norm in X* defined by 
llx* II :=sup { (x*, x) lllxll ~ 1}, x* E X*. 
We always assume that a; are fixed and arbitrary in X* for all t E T. 
• b1 E lR for all t E T. We identify the collection {btl t E T} with the real-valued 
function b: T --> lR and assume that it is fixed and arbitrary. 
• Pt = p(t) E lR for all t E T. These functional parameters p: T--> JR are our varying 
perturbations, which are taken from the Banach parameter space P := l00 (T) of all bounded 
functions on T with the supremum norm 
IIPIIoo :=sup IPtl =sup {lp(tJII t E T} 
tET 
(1.3) 
(see, e.g., [14]), where the subscript "oo" is omitted if no confusion arises. When the 
index set Tis compact (which is not assumed in this paper) and the perturbations p(·) are 
restricted to be continuous on T, the maximum is realized in (1.3), and thus the parameter 
space l00 (T) reduces to the classical space C(T) of continuous functions over a compact set. 
Observe that the parameter space l00 (T) is finite-dimensional if and only if the index set 
Tis finite. In the latter case our problem (1.1) is a usual problem of parametric mathemat-
ical programming (in finite or infinite dimensions, depending on the dimensionality of X) 
with finitely many linear inequality constraints and possibly nondifferentiable objectives. 
However, the main emphasis of this paper is addressed to the case when the index set T 
is infinite, and thus problem (1.1) is intrinsically infinite-dimensional with respect to the 
parameter variable. According to the conventional terminology (see, e.g., [1, 15]), we say 
that the mathematical program (1.1) is a problem of semi-infinite programming (SIP) if 
the decision space X is finite-dimensional, and that it belongs to the infinite programming 
framework if X is an infinite-dimensional space. 
Note also that problem (1.1) is written in the format of the so-called abstract MPECs 
(mathematical programs with equilibrium constraints) [22, 29, 30], but the main emphasis 
there is the generalized equation/variational condition (in Robinson's sense [32]) structure 
of the set-valued mapping Fin (1.1) given by 
F(p) := {x E XI 0 E f(x,p) + Q(x)} 
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with a single-valued mapping f: X x P---> Y and a set-valued mapping Q: X :=t Y, which 
particularly encompasses solution maps to the classical variational inequalities and com-
plementarity problems when Q(x) = N(x; !1) is the normal cone mapping to a convex 
set !1 c X. The underlying infinite inequality structure (1.2) of the mapping :F in our 
framework is completely different from the MPEC case. Its comprehensive study and appli-
cations from the viewpoint of variational analysis and generalized differentiation are among 
the main goals and achievements of this paper. 
To the best of our knowledge, this generalized differentiation approach is new in the 
literature despite many publications related to various properties and applications of linear 
infinite inequality systems, most of which concern the case of finite-dimensional spaces X 
of decisions variables (i.e., in the semi-infinite programming framework); see [1] and [15] 
for a comprehensive overview on this field and [4] when confined to the parameter space of 
continuous perturbations P = C(T), provided that the index set Tis a compact Hausdorff 
space. We refer the reader to [9] for the study of qualitative stability (formalized through 
certain semicontinuity properties of feasible solution and optimal solution mappings) in the 
framework of X = JR.n, an arbitrary index set T, and arbitrary perturbations. In the same 
semi-infinite context, for a quantitative perspective (through Lipschitzian properties), the 
reader is addressed to [6], and to [5] for the case of continuous perturbations. Let us mention 
[11] addressing the case of infinite linear programming from the viewpoint of qualitative 
stability. We also refer the reader to, e.g., [7, 8, 10, 12] for the study of convex semi-
infinite/infinite inequality systems, to [19, 20, 35] for their smooth nonlinear counterparts, 
and to the recent paper [37] for necessary optimality conditions of the Lagrangian type in 
some classes of nonsmooth semi-infinite optimization problems. 
In this paper we develop coderivative analysis for the linear infinite inequality systems 
:Fin (1.2), which turns out to be a major part of variational analysis for the infinite/semi-
infinite programming problems under consideration, eventually leading us to complete char-
acterizations of robust stability of the parametric sets of feasible solutions and to deriving 
verifiable necessary conditions for optimal solutions to (1.1) in terms of the initial data. 
By robust stability we understand the fulfillment of the so-called Lipschitz-like (known also 
as Aubin) property of the solution map around the reference point, which is stable with 
respect to small perturbations of parameters; see Section 2 for more detail. 
Coderivatives of set-valued mappings introduced in [24] have been well recognized as a 
powerful tool of variational analysis and its numerous applications, particularly to problems 
of optimization and control; see, e.g., the books [3, 21, 28, 29, 33, 34, 37] and the references 
therein. However, we are not familiar with any implementation of coderivatives in problems 
of infinite or semi-infinite programming as well as with their application to analyze stability 
of linear infinite inequality systems of type (1.2) in finite or infinite dimensions. 
The power of coderivatives in variational analysis and its applications comes, first of all, 
from the possibility to obtain in their terms verifiable pointwise characterizations of robust 
Lipschitzian properties of set-valued mappings (as well as of the equivalent properties of 
metric regularity and linear openness for the inverse mappings) and deriving necessary opti-
mality conditions in rather general settings. These developments are strongly supported by 
comprehensive coderivative calculus based on variational/ extremal principles of advanced 
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variational analysis; see [28, 29] and the references therein. However, a number of the 
results in this vein are limited in infinite dimensions. In particular, the available coderiva-
tive characterizations of the Lipschitz-like property of closed-graph mappings F: Z =f Y 
obtained in [28, Theorem 4.10] require that both spaces Z and Y are Asplund (i.e., every 
separable subspace of them has a separable dual), while the precise coderivative formula 
for computing the exact Lipschitzian bound is established therein via the coderivative norm 
under the finite-dimensionality assumption on Z. But this is never the case for our infinite 
inequality system F: P =f X from (1.2), where the parameter space (Z =)P = lco(T) is 
always infinite-dimensional and not Asplund unless the index set T is finite! 
This paper contains new and fairly comprehensive results in the aforementioned direc-
tions for the infinite/semi-infinite problems under consideration, which essentially take into 
account underlying specific features of the infinite inequality constraints (1.2) largely related 
to the possibility of employing an appropriate extended version of the fundamental Farkas 
Lemma for infinite systems of linear inequalities in general Banach spaces. 
The rest of paper is organlzed as follows. Section 2 presents some preliminary material 
from convex and variational analysis widely used in formulations and proofs of the subse-
quent main results. In Section 3 we provide precise calculations of the basic coderivative D* F 
and its norm at the reference/nominal point for the feasible solution map F: l00 (T) =f X in 
(1.1) defined by the infinite inequality system (1.2) via the initial data ofF in the general 
case of an arbitrary index set T and an arbitrary Banach space X of decision variables. 
Section 4 is devoted to deriving coderivative characterizations of robust stability for the 
feasible solution system (1.2) of infinite inequalities with an arbitrary index set T, which 
are explicitly expressed in terms of the initial data {a;, b,, t E T}. We establish verifiable 
criteria (i.e., necessary and sufficient conditions) for the fulfillment of the Lipschitz-like (and 
hence the classical local Lipschitzian) property ofF around the reference points and derive 
furthermore the precise formulas for computing the exact bounds of Lipschitzian moduli in 
the case of general Banach spaces X. It is worth mentioning that the criteria and exact 
bound formulas obtained in this section are represented in the conventional coderivative form 
of variational analysis as in [28, Theorem 4.10] for the case of abstract set-valued mappings 
but with no Asplund space and finite-dimensionality requirements imposed therein, which 
are never satisfied for the infinite inequality systems (1.2) under consideration in either 
infinite programming or semi-infinite programming framework. 
In the concluding Section 5 we derive new necessary optimality conditions for infinite and 
semi-infinite programming problems (1.1) with generally nonsmooth cost functions. With-
out imposing additional assumptions on the sets of feasible solutions in (1.2), we present 
two types of necessary conditions for optimal solutions to (1.1) given in a verifiable quali-
fied asymptotic form, which are independent of each other in the case of nonsmooth cost 
functions. The first type of lower subdifferential conditions corresponds to traditional usage 
of (lower) subgradient~ of convex and nonconvex functions. The other upper subdifferen-
tial type provides trivial information for the case of convex cost functions while leads to 
significantly stronger optimality conditions, in comparison with lower subdifferential ones, 
for classes of "upper regular" functions, e.g., for minimization problems involving concave 
objectives; see more details below. We refer the reader to [29, Sections 5.1 and 5.2] for 
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conditions of these types in various optimization problems, mainly in Asplund spaces, that 
include the case of (1.2) with finitely many inequality constraints. The results of both lower 
and upper subdifferential types obtained in Section 5 take advantages of precise comput-
ing the coderivative of the solution feasible map F and thus express necessary optimality 
conditions in terms of the initial data of (1.1) and (1.2). 
Our notation is basically standard and conventional in the areas of variational analysis 
and infinite/semi-infinite programming; see, e.g., (15, 28, 33]. Unless otherwise stated, all 
the spaces under consideration are Banach with the corresponding norm 11·11· Recall that w* 
indicates the weak' topology of a dual space, and we use the symbol w'-lim for the weak' 
topological limit, which generally means the weak' convergence of nets denoted usually by 
{x~}vEN· In the case of sequences we use the standard notation IN := {1, 2, ... } for the 
collections of all natural numbers. 
Given a subset n c Z of a Banach space, the symbols int n, cl n, con, and cone n 
stand, respectively, for the interior, closure, convex hull, and conic convex hull of n; the 
notation cl'8 signifies the weak* closure of a subset e c Z* in the dual space. Given a 
set-valued mapping F: Z ==t Y, we denote its domain, graph, and inverse by, respectively, 
domF = {z E Zl F(z) f. 0}, gphF := {(z,y) E Z x Yl y E F(z)}, 
and p-1(y) := {z E Zl (z,y) E gphF}. Considering finally an arbitrary index set T, let 
JRT be the product space of A = (Atl t E T) with At E lR for all t E T, let JR(T) be the 
collection of A E JRT such that At f. 0 for finitely many t E T, and let IR'{) be the positive 
cone in JR(T) defined by 
JRfl := {A E JR(T)IAt ::': 0 for all t E T}. 
2 Basic Definitions and Preliminaries 
In this section we discuss the basic notions and tools needed for our subsequent analysis and 
results. As mentioned in Section 1, a major attention of this paper is paid to robust stability 
of the feasible solution map for (1.1) given by the linear infinite inequality system (1.2). 
By robust stability we understand Lipschitzian behavior around (i.e., in a neighborhood) of 
the reference point. The most natural formalization of this behavior widely recognized in 
variational (as well as in general nonlinear) analysis is known as the Lipschitz-like or Aubin 
property, which can be viewed as a graphical localization (in the set-valued case) of the 
classical local Lipschitzian property of single-valued and set-valued mappings. 
Given a set-valued mapping F: Z ==t Y between Banach spaces, we say the F is 
Lipschitz-like around (z,fi) E gphF with modulus£ ::': 0 if there are neighborhoods U 
of z and V of ti such that 
F(z) n V C F(u) +£liz- uiiiB for any z, u E U, (2.1) 
where JB stands for the closed unit ball in the space in question. The infimum of moduli 
{£} over all the combinations of{£, U, V} satisfying (2.1) is called the exact Lipschitzian 
bound ofF around (z,y) and is labeled as lipF(ii,fi). If V =Yin (2.1), this relationship 
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signifies the classical (Hausdorff) local Lipschitzian property of F around z with the exact 
Lipschitzian bound denoted by lip F(z) in this case. 
We can easily observe from the definition (2.1) that the exact Lipschitzian bound ofF 
around (z, y) admits the following limiting representation via the distance function to a set: 
. _ _ . dist(y;F(z)) 
hpF(z,y) = lim sup . ( ·F 1( )) , (z,y)-(z,y) d1st z, Y 
(2.2) 
where inf0 = oo (and hence dist(x;0) = oo) as usual and where 0/0 := 0. We have 
accordingly that lipF(z,y) = oo ifF is not Lipschitz-like around (z,y). 
It is worth mentioning that the Lipschitz-like property of an arbitrary mapping F: Z ==# Y 
between Banach spaces is equivalent to other two fundamental properties in nonlinear anal-
ysis but for the inverse mapping F-1: Y ==# Z; namely, to the metric regularity of F-1 and 
to the linear openness of F-1 around (y, z), with the corresponding relationships between 
their exact bounds (see, e.g., [17, 28, 33]). 
A remarkable fact consists of the possibility to characterize pointwisely the (derivative-
free) Lipschitz-like property ofF around (z, y)-and hence its local Lipschitzian, metric 
regularity, and linear openness counterparts-in terms of a dual-space construction of gener-
alized differentiation called the coderivative ofF at (z, y) E gphF. The latter is a positively 
homogeneous multifunction D* F(z, y): Y* ==# Z* defined by 
D*F(z,y)(y') := {z' E Z'l (z',-y*) E N((z,y);gphF)}, y' E Y*, (2.3) 
where N(·; !1) stands for the collection of generalized normals to a set at a given point 
known as the basic, or limiting, or Mordukhovich normal cone; see, e.g., [23, 28, 33, 34] and 
the references therein. When both Z and Y are finite-dimensional, it is proved in [25] ( cf. 
also [33, Theorem 9.40]) that a closed-graph mapping F: Z ==# Y is Lipschitz-like around 
(z, y) E gph F if and only if 
D* F(z, y)(O) = {0} (2.4) 
and the exact Lipschitzian bound of moduli{£} in (2.1) is computed by 
lipF(z,y) = IID*F(z,y)!! :=sup{llz'lll z' E D*F(z,Y)(y*), IIY'II :0:: 1}. (2.5) 
The situation is significantly more involved in infinite dimension. It is proved in [26] (see 
also [28, Theorem 4.10]) that a closed-graph mapping F: Z ==# Y is Lipschitz-like around 
(z, y) E gph F if and only if the coderivative condition (2.4) holds in terms of the so-called 
"mixed coderivative" (which reduces to (2.3) in finite dimensions and the setting considered 
in this paper) together with a certain "partial sequential normal compactness" condition 
(which is automatic in finite dimensions and in the setting of this paper) provided that both 
spaces Z and Y are Asplund. The latter property is defined in Section 1; we also refer the 
reader to [14, 28, 31] for more details and various characterizations of this remarkable and 
well investigated subclass of Banach spaces that includes, in particular, all reflexive ones 
while does not include, e.g., the classical spaces C, h, L1o leo, and Leo. 
The situation is even more complicated with infinite-dimensional extensions of the exact 
bound formula in (2.5). The aforementioned results of [26, 28] give merely upper and lower 
estimates for lip F(z, y), which ensure the precise equality in (2.5) in the setting of this 
paper provided that Y is Asplund while Z is finite-dimensional. 
The set-valued mapping F: Z ==t Y considered in this paper is F: 100 (T) ==t X defined 
by the infinite system of linear inequalities (1.2); in what follows we always assume that the 
index set Tis infinite, which is a characteristic feature of infinite and semi-infinite programs. 
In this setting the domain/parameter space Z = 100 (T) must be infinite-dimensional Banach 
that is never Asplund. Also, we do not suppose in this paper that our decision space X is 
anything but arbitrary Banach. 
In this general setting for (1.2) we show that the coderivative condition (2.4) is neces-
sary and sufficient for the Lipschitz-like property of F = F around the reference/nominal 
solution (jJ, x) E gphF and (2.5) is a precise formula for computing the exact Lipschitzian 
bound lip F(p, x). This is exactly what we have in finite dimensions, while it is far removed 
from being a part of the infinite-dimensional variational theory in [28]. Moreover, we express 
the relationships in (2.4) and (2.5) explicitly in terms of the initial data of (1.2). 
To proceed further, observe that the graph 
gphF = {(p,x) E 100 (T) X XI (a;,x) :0:: b, + Pt for all t E T} (2.6) 
of the mapping F: 100 (T) ==t X in (1.2) is convex. Hence the basic normal cone to gphF 
at (jJ, x) E gphF reduces to 
N((p, x); gphF) = { (p*, x*) E 100 (T)* x X* I ((p*, x*), (p, x)- (jJ, x)) :S:: 0 for (p, x) E gphF} 
and the coderivative (2.3) ofF admits the representation 
D*F(p,x)(x*) = {p* E 100 (TJ*I (p*,p)- (x*,x) = max ((p*,p)- (x*,x)]}. (2.7) (p,x)EgphJ' 
Let us now present two preliminary results that play an important role in our subsequent 
analysis. The first one taken from [10, Lemma 2.4] can be viewed as an extended Farkas 
lemma for infinite inequality systems in Banach spaces. 
Lemma 2.1 (extended Farkas lemma). Let p E domF for the infinite system (1.2) 
with a Banach decision space X, and let (x*, a) EX* x JR. The following are equivalent: 
(i) We have (x*,x)::; a whenever x E F(p), i.e., 
[(a;,x) :S:: bt+Pt for all t ET] => [(x*,x) :S:: a]. 
(ii) The pair ( x*, a) satisfies the inclusion 
(x*,a) E cl*cone({(at,bt+pt)l t E T} U {(0,1)}] with 0 EX*. 
Throughout the paper we largely use the parametric. characteristic sets 
C(p) :=co{ (a;, bt + Pt) I t E T}, p E loo(T), (2.8) 
and suppose with no loss of generality that our nominal parameter is the zero function j5 = 0 
in the parameter space 100 (T). 
Let us recall a well-recognized qualification condition for linear infinite inequalities, which 
is often used in problems of infinite and semi-infinite programming. 
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Definition 2.2 (strong Slater condition). We say that the infinite system (1.2) satisfies 
the STRONG SLATER CONDITION (SSC) at p = {Pt}tET if there is x EX such that 
sup [(a;,x)- b,- Pt] < 0. 
tET 
(2.9) 
Furthermore, every point x E X satisfying condition (2.9) is a STRONG SLATER POINT for 
system (1.2) at p = {PthET· 
The next result contains several equivalent descriptions and interpretations of the strong 
Slater condition used in what follows; the most important is the equivalence (i)*=?(ii). Note 
that a similar equivalence can be found in [11 J for more general convex systems in locally 
convex spaces with different spaces of associated parameters. 
Lemma 2.3 (equivalent descriptions of the strong Slater condition). Let X be a 
Banach space, and let p E dom F for the linear infinite inequality system (1.2). Then the 
following properties are equivalent: 
(i) F satisfies the strong Slater condition at p. 
(ii) (0, 0) if- cl*C(p) via the characteristic set from (2.8). 
(iii) p E int(domF). 
(iv) F is Lipschitz-like around (p, x) for all x E F(p). 
Proof. We begin with the proof of (i)==*(ii). Arguing by contradiction, assume that 
( 0, 0) E cl* C (p). Then there is a net { Av} vEN E IR?') satisfying l:tET A tv = 1 for all v E N 
and the limiting condition 
(0, 0) = w*-li;;n 2:::>tv(a;, b, + Pt)· (2.10) 
tET 
If xis a strong Slater point for system (1.2) at p, we find 1J > 0 such that 
(a;,x)- b,- Pt::; -fJ for all t E T. 
Then (2.10) leads to the following contradiction: 
0 = (O,x) +0 · (-1) = li;;n 2:>-tv((a;,x) + (b, + p,) · (-1))::; -fJ. 
tET 
Let us next justify the converse implication (ii)==*(i). By [10, Theorem 3.1] we have 
p E domF *=? (0,-1) if- cl*cone{(at,bt+Pt)l t E T}. 
Then the strong separation theorem ensures the existence of (0,0) f (v,a) EX x IR with 
(a;, v) + a(bt + Pt) ::; 0 for all t E T, 
(O,v) + (-l)a =-a> 0. 
At the same time by (ii) we have (0, 0) f (z, (3) E X x IR and 'Y E IR for which 
(a'i, z) + (3(bt + Pt) ::; 'Y < 0 whenever t E T. 
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(2.11) 
(2.12) 
Consider further the combination 
(u,'l)) := (z,(3) + A(v,a) 
and select A> 0 to be sufficiently large to ensure that '7 < 0. Defining now x := -'l)-1u, we 
observe from (2.11) and (2.12) that 
(a;, x) - b, - Pt = -'1)-1 ((a;, u) + '7(bt + Pt)) :'0 -'1)-1"1 < 0. 
This allows us to conclude that xis is a strong Slater point for system (1.2) at p. 
To prove implication (i)==?(iii), assume that xis a strong Slater point for system (1.2) 
at p and find {) > 0 such that 
(a;,x)- bt- Pt :'0 -{} for all t E T. 
Then it is obvious that for any q E l00 (T) with llqll < {)we have x E F(p + q). Therefore 
p + q E domF, and thus (iii) holds. 
Let us further proceed with justifying implication (iii)==?(i). If p E int(domF), then 
p + q E dom F provided that q1 = -{} as t E T and that {) > 0 is sufficiently small. Thus 
every x E F(p + q) is a strong Slater point for the infinite system (1.2) at p. 
The remaining equivalence between (iii) and (iv) is a consequence of the classical 
Robinson-Ursescu closed graph/metric regularity theorem; see, e.g., [17] with more dis-
cussions and references therein. 6 
The major space for our consideration in this paper is the parameter space l00 (T) of 
bounded functions p: T-+ 1R on T with the supremum norm (1.3). It is obviously a Banach 
space that is never finite-dimensional when the index set T is infinite, which is our standing 
assumption. Let us show that is never Asplund. 
Proposition 2.4 (parameter space is never Asplund). The parameter space l00 (T) 
is Asplund if and only if the index set T is finite. 
Proof. If T is countable (i.e., T = IN and the parameter space is the classical space of 
sequences loo), the proof can be found in [31, Example 1.21]; in fact, this space is not even 
weak Asplund. The same arguments can be adapted for any infinite index set T. 6 
Finally in this section, recall a convenient description of the topological dual space 
l00 (T)* to the parameter space l00 (T). According to [13], there is an isometric isomorphism 
between loo(T)* and the space of bounded and additive measures 
ba(T) = {JL: 2T-+ .IRJ fL is bounded and additive} 
satisfying the relationship 
(p, p) = £ Pt p(dt) with p = (Pt)tET· 
The dual norm on ba(T) corresponding to (1.3) is the total variation of fL E ba(T) on the 
index set T defined by 
IIJLII := sup p(A)- inf p(B). 
ACT BeT 
In what follows we always identify the measure space ba(T) with the dual parameter space 
l00 (T)* and use, for the notational unification, p* E l00 (T)* instead of fL E ba(T). 
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3 Computing Coderivatives and Coderivative Norms for Lin-
ear Infinite Constraint Systems 
In this section we establish a constructive representation of the co derivative D* F(O, x) for 
the feasible solution map F at the nominal point (0, x) and compute its norm liD* F(O, x) II 
in terms of the initial data of the linear infinite system of inequalities (1.2). Let us first 
describe the normal cone to the convex graph (2.6) employing the extended Farkas lemma 
presented above. In what follows o, denote the classical Dirac measure at t E T satisfying 
(o,,p) = Pt as t E T for p = (Pt)tET E loo(T). 
Proposition 3.1 (computing normals to the graphical set of feasible solutions). 
Let (p, x) E gph F for the graphical set (2.6) with a Banach decision space X, and let 
(p*, x') E l00 (T)* x X*. Then we have (p*, x*) E N((p, x); gphF) if and only if 
(p*,x*, (p',p) + (x*,x)) E cl'cone[{(-o,,a;,bt)l t E T} U {(0,0, 1)}], (3.1) 
where 0 E l00 (T)* and 0 EX* stand for the first and second entry of the last triple in (3.1). 
Proof. Observe from (2.6) and the definition of the Dirac measure that the graph of F 
admits the representation 
gphF= {(p,x) E loo(T) x Xi (a;,x)- (o,,p) :0:: b, for all tE T}. (3.2) 
Therefore we have (p', x*) E N((p, x); gphF) if and only if 
(p* ,p) + (x*, x) ::; (p* ,p) + (x*, x) 
for every (p, x) satisfying (3.2). Employing now the equivalence between (i) and (ii) in 
Lemma 2.1, we conclude that (p*, x*) E N((p, x); gphF) if and only if inclusion (3.1) holds. 
This completes the proof of the proposition. 6 
Based on the above proposition and the general coderivative definition, we now obtain 
a constructive representation of the coderivative D* F(O, x) in question. 
Theorem 3.2 (coderivative of the feasible solution map). Let x E F(O) for the 
feasible solution map F: l00 (T) =t X from (1.2) with a Banach decision space X. Then 
p* ED* F(O, x)(x*) if and only if 
(p*,-x*,-(x*,x)) E cl*cone{(-o,,a;,b,)l t E T}. (3.3) 
Proof. By the coderivative construction (2.3) applied to F and by the normal cone formula 
from Proposition 3.1 asp= 0 we get that p* ED* F(O,x)(x*) if and only if 
(p*,-x*,-(x',x)) Ecl*cone[{(-o,,a;,b,)l t ET} U{(0,0,1)}]. (3.4) 
To justify the coderivative representation claimed in the theorem, we need to show that 
inclusion (3.4) implies in fact the "smaller" one in (3.3). Assuming indeed that (3.4) holds, 
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we find by the structure of the right-hand side on (3.4) some nets {Au }ueN C IR'{) and 
bu }ueN C JR+ satisfying the limiting relationship 
(p*, -x*,- (x*, x)) = w* -li,;n (:L: Atu( -a~, a;, b,) +')·u(O, 0, 1)), 
tET 
(3.5) 
where Atu stands for the t-entry of Au = (Atu )teT as v E N. It follows directly from the 
component structure in (3.5) that 
0 = (p*, 0) + (-x*, x) + ( -(x*, x))( -1) = li,;n ( L Atu( (a;, x)- bt) -')'u). (3.6) 
tET 
Taking finally into account the definition of the positive cone IR'{) and the fact that the pair 
(0, x) satisfies the infinite inequality system in (1.2), we conclude from (3.6) that limu /'u = 0. 
This justifies (3.3) and thus completes the proof of the theorem. /':, 
Our further intention is to provide the exact calculation of the coderivative norm 
liD* :F(O, x)ll :=sup {liP' Ill p* ED* :F(O, x)(x*), llx*ll $ 1} (3.7) 
in terms of the initial data of the linear infinite inequality system (1.2). A part of our 
analysis in this direction is the following lemma on properties of the characteristic set (2.8) 
at p = 0, which is also used in Section 4 to compute the exact Lipschitzian bound lip :F(O, x). 
Lemma 3.3 (properties of the characteristic set). Let X be an arbitrary Banach 
space. Suppose also that x E :F(O) is not a strong Slater point for the infinite system (1.2) 
at p = 0 and that the collection {a; I t E T} is bounded in X'. Then the set 
S := {x* EX' I (x*, (x', x)) E cl'C(O)} (3.8) 
built upon the characteristic set C(O) in (2.8) is nonempty and w* -compact at X*. 
Proof. Since xis not a strong Slater point for the infinite system (1.2) at p = 0, there is a 
sequence {tkheJN c T such that limk((a;., x)- b,.) = 0. The boundedness of {ail t E T} 
implies by the classical Alaoglu-Bourbaki theorem that this set is relatively w*-compact in 
X*, i.e., there is a subnet {at" }ueN of the latter sequence that w' -converges to some element 
u* E cl*{a.il t E T}. This gives limubtv = (u*,x) and therefore 
(u*, (u',x)) = w'-li,;n (a;",b,v) E cl*C(O), 
which justifies the nonemptiness of the setS in (3.8). Next we prove that Sis w*-compact. 
Indeed, by our assumption the set A := {a; I t E T} is bounded in X*, and so is 
cl'coA; the latter is actually w'-compact due to its automatic w*-closedness. Observe 
further that the set S in (3.8) is a preimage of cl'C(O) under the w*-continuous mapping 
x*,..... (x*, (x*,x)), and thus it is w'-closed in X*. Since Sis obviously a subset of cl'coA, 
it is also bounded and hence w* -compact in X*. This completes the proof of the lemma. /':, 
Now we are ready to compute the coderivative norm liD* :F(O, x)ll at the reference point. 
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Theorem 3.4 (computing the coderivative norm). Let x E domF for the infinite 
system (1.2) with an arbitrary Banach space X of decision variables. Assume that F satisfies 
the strong Slater condition at p = 0 and that the coefficient set {at I t E T} is bounded in 
X*. The following assertions hold: 
(i) If x is a strong Slater point for F at p = 0, then liD* F(O, x) II = 0. 
(ii) If x is not a strong Slater point for F at p = 0, then the coderivative norm (3. 7) is 
positive and is computed by 
liD* F(O, x)ll =max { llx*ll-1 1 (x*, (x', x)) E cl'C(O)} (3.9) 
via the w' -closure of the characteristic set (2.8) at p = 0. 
Proof. We begin with considering case (i). Let us show that the strong Slater condition 
(2.9) with x = x and the boundedness of {ail t E T} imply that the point (O,x) belongs 
to the interior of the set gph F. Since x is a strong Slater point for F at p = 0, there is a 
number e > 0 for which we have 
(ai,x) :'0 b,- e for all t E T. (3.10) 
We show now that (3.10) implies the existence of rJ > 0 such that 
(3.11) 
and hence x E F(p). To justify (3.11), select rJ > 0 by 
e 
rJ := II *II E (0, oo), 1 + suptET a, 
which is well defined due to the boundedness of {a; I t E T}. Taking p E l00 (T) with 
IIPII :'0 rJ and x EX with llx- xll :'0 rJ, we then get from (3.10) that 
(a;,x) -b,-p, $ -e+ (a;,x-x)+ IPtl :'0 -e+ (1+supllaill)rJ:'O 0. 
tET 
Once we have (O,x) E int(gphF), this gives N((O,x);gphF) = {(0,0)}, and thus 
p* ED* F(O, x)(x*) ==;. (p*, x') = (0, 0). 
The latter ensures that IID*F(O,x)ll = 0 by definition (3.7). 
Next we consider case (ii), where x is not a strong Slater point for Fat p = 0. Let us 
show that in this case the coderivative norm (3.7) can be equivalently expressed by 
IID*F(O,x)ll =sup {liP' Ill p' E D'F(O,x)(x*), llx'll = 1}. (3.12) 
To proceed, we observe first that 
D* F(O, x)(x*) # 0 for some x' EX' with llx'll = 1 (3.13) 
which is equivalent to the coderivative nonemptiness in (3.13) with some nonzero x' EX*, 
since the coderivative is positively homogeneous. Indeed, the fact that x is not a strong 
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Slater point for F at p = 0 easily implies that (0, x) belongs to the boundary of the graph 
of F. Furthermore, as in case (i), the strong Slater condition for F at p = 0 and the 
boundedness of {ail t E T} imply that int(gphF) # f/J. By the classical separation theorem 
we find (p*, x*) # (0, 0) such that 
((p*,x*), (O,x))::; ((p*,x'), (p,x)) for all (p,x) E gphF, (3.14) 
which means by (2.7) that -p' E D'F(O,x)(x*). If x* = 0 for this x* EX', then we must 
have p' # 0 in (3.14), and hence 
D*F(O,x)(O) # {0}. (3.15) 
The latter yields by [28, Theorem 1.44] that F is not Lipschitz-like around (0, x), and there-
fore it cannot satisfy the strong Slater condition by implication (i)==?(iv) in Lemma 2.3, 
which contradicts our assumption. 
Having thus (3.13), we can justify (3.12). Indeed, the opposite means that 
sup {liP* Ill p* E D* F(O, x)(O)} > sup { IIP'II I p' E D' F(O, x)(x*), llx'll = 1} ~ 0 
thus ensuring the existence of 0 # p' E loo(T)* with p' E D*F(O,x)(O), which again gives 
(3.15) and contradicts the assumed strong .Slater condition. 
Operating subsequently with the coderivative norm formula (3.12), pick any x' E X* 
with llx*ll = 1 as in (3.13) and fix somep* E D*F(O,x)(x'). By the coderivative represen-
tation of Theorem 3.2 we find a net { Av }vEN c JR.'{) such that 
(p*, -x*,- (x', x)) = w* -li,;n 2: Atv( -6t, ai, bt)· 
tET 
(3.16) 
Let us show that the assumed uniform boundedness of the coefficients {at} and the strong 
Slater condition imposed on F imply the relationships 
0 <lim 2:>-tv < oo, 
vEN tET 
(3.17) 
which contain the assertion that the limit exists in (3.17). Indeed, the existence and finite-
ness of the limit in (3.17) follows from considering just the first component of the limiting 
equality in (3.16), which gives the expression 
lim""" Atv = (p', -e) < oo, where e = (et)tET with et = 1 for all t E T. vEN~T 
tE 
Using further the lower semicontinuity of the norm on X' in the weak' topology, we have 
from the second component in (3.16) that 
which implies the positivity of the limit in (3.17) due to the uniform boundedness of {at}. 
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It follows from (3.16) and (3.17) with Av E JR'{l that 
liP* II = lim L Atv, 
vEN 
tET 
and therefore the norm expression (3.12) can be rewritten as 
liD* F (0, x) II 
= sup { ~~~ L Atv 3x* E X* with llx* II = 1 such that ) ( -x*,-(x*,x)) =w*-limveNLter-'tv(ai,bt) . (3.18) 
tET and w* -limveN LteT Atv ( -8,) exists 
We can see in fact that the following coderivative norm representation holds: 
liD* F (0, x) II 
= sup { lim '>:"""' Atv 
vENL..t 
tET 
3(x* E X* with l)lx* II = 1 such that ( ) } . 
- x*,- (x*' x) = w*-limveN LteT Atv a;' b, 
Indeed, take x* E X* with llx* II = 1 such that for some net N we have 
(- x*,- (x*, x)) = w*- lim L Atv (at, b,). 
vEN 
tET 
It will be enough to see that for some subnet (with no relabeling) the limit 
w*- lim '>:"""' Atv ( -8,) 
vENL.....J 
tET 
(3.19) 
exists, and from this we can employ to the Alaoglu-Bourbaki theorem. Note that the whole 
net {LteT Atv (-a,) }veN might be unbounded, but we show the existence of vo E N such 
that {LteT Atv ( -8,) h>-vo is bounded. It is clear, appealing again to the vector -e defined 
above, that IIZ::teT LteT Atvtv ( -8,) II = LteT Atv, since Av E IR'{l. If such an index vo EN 
does not exist, we would have limvEM LteT Atv = oo for some cofinal subset M C N and, 
dividing both sides of (3.19) by I:ter Atv and then taking the limit as v E M, we would 
obtain the relationships 
(0, 0) = lim L L -'tv,\ (a;, bt) E cl*C (0), 
vEM tET tET tv 
which contradict the strong Slater condition at p = 0 by Lemma 2.3(ii). 
Once we establish the boundedness of the net {I:ter Atv ( -8,)} v>-vo for some vo EN, it 
contains by the Alaoglu-Bourbaki theorem a w* -convergent subnet, with no relabeling. This 
implies that the limit limvEN LteT Atv does not actually exceed the supremum in (3.18), 
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and thus we have the coderivative norm representation 
liD* F (O, x) II 
sup I> 0 (- x*,- (x*, x)) =I [w*-limvEN Z::::tET Atv(ai, bt)] 
{ 
3x* E X* with llx* II = 1 such that } 
for some {Av} vEN C IR\{) with Z::::tET Atv = 1 
{ 
:Jx* E X* with II x* II = 1 such that } 
= sup 1 > 0 ~-1 ( - x*,- (x*, x)) E cl*C(O) 
= sup { llx*ll-1 J (x*, (x*, x)) E cl*C(O)} =sup { llx*II-1 J x* E S}, 
where the set Sis defined in (3.8). 
To justify finally (3.9), it remains to show that the supremum is realized in the last 
expression above under the assumptions in (ii). Indeed, it is proved in Lemma 3.3 that 
the set S is w* -compact in X* under the assumptions made. Observe further that 0 ¢ S 
due to the strong Slater condition by Lemma 2.3(ii) and that the function x* >--> llx*ll-1 is 
w* -upper semi continuous on S due to thew* -lower semicontinuity of the norm. Employing 
the classical Weierstrass theorem in the w*-topology of X*, we conclude that the maximum 
is attained in (3.9) and thus IID*F(O,x)ll > 0. This ends the proof of the theorem. D. 
4 Characterizations of Robust Lipschitzian Stability for Fea-
sible Solution Maps 
In this section we employ the above coderivative analysis combined with appropriate tech-
niques developed in linear semi-infinite/infinite programming to establish a coderivative 
characterization of robust Lipschitzian stability, in the sense discussed in Section 2, for the 
infinite inequality system F in (1.2) at the reference point (0, x) with computing the exact 
Lipschitzian bound lipF(O,x). 
The first result of this section establishes the coderivative necessary and sufficient con-
dition in form (2.4) for the Lipschitz-like property ofF around (0, x) E gph Fin the general 
setting under consideration. 
Theorem 4.1 ( coderivative criterion for robust Lipschitzian stability of linear 
infinite inequalities). Let x E F(O) for the infinite inequality system (1.2) with a Banach 
space X of decision variables. Then F is Lipschitz-like around (0, x) if and only if 
D*F(O,x)(O) = {0}. (4.1) 
Proof. The "only if' part follows from [28, Theorem 1.44] specified for the mapping 
F: 100 (T) =t X under consideration. Let us now prove the "if' part of the theorem. 
Arguing by contradiction, suppose that D* F(O, x)(O) = {0} while the mapping F is not 
Lipschitz-like around (0, x). Then, by the equivalence between properties (ii) and (iv) of 
Lemma 2.3, we get the inclusion 
(0,0) E cl*co{(a;',bt) EX* x IRJ t E T}, 
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which means that there is a net { Av }vEN E IR\[l such that L:tET -'tv = 1 for all v E N and 
w*-li~LAtv(a;,b,) = (0,0). (4.2) 
tET 
Since the net {L;,ET Atv( -6,)}vEN is obviously bounded in loo(T)*, the Alaoglu-Bourbaki 
theorem ensures the existence of its subnet (with no relabeling) that w' -converges to some 
element p* E l00 (T)*, i.e., 
p' =w'-li~LAtv(-6,). 
tET 
It follows from ( 4.3) by the Dirac function definition that 
(p', -e) = lim "\"" Atv = 1, where e = ( et)tET with e, = 1 for all t E T, 
vENL.,T 
tE 
which implies that p' # 0. It follows from (4.2) and (4.3) that 
(p', 0, 0) = w' -li~ L Atv( -6,, a;, bt) with p' # 0, 
tET 
(4.3) 
and therefore, by the explicit coderivative description of Theorem 3.2, we get the inclusion 
p' E D'F(O,x)(O) \ {0}, which contradicts the assumed condition (4.1). This justifies the 
sufficiency of the coderivative condition (4.1) for the Lipschitz-like property ofF around 
(0, x) and thus completes the proof of the theorem. 6 
Our further goal is the compute the exact Lipschitzian bound lip F(O, x) of F around 
(0, x). We are going to do it on the base of the distance representation (2.2) for the exact 
Lipschitzian bound. To proceed, denote 
H(x',a) := {x E Xj (x',x) :'0 a} for (x',a) EX' x 1R (4.4) 
and observe the following representation (known as the Ascoli formula; see, e.g., [2]): 
. . , _ [(x',x) -a]+ 
d1st(x,H(x ,a))- llx'll , (4.5) 
where ['Y]+ := max{'Y, 0} for 'Y E JR. The next result, which is certainly of its own interest, 
provides a significant extension of the Ascoli formula (4.4) to the case of infinite systems of 
linear inequalities instead of the single one as in (4.4). This result is essentially employed in 
what follows for computing the exact Lipschitzian bound lip F(O, x). We refer the reader to 
[5, Lemma 2.3] and [6, Lemma 1] for related results in the framework of semi-infinite pro-
gramming and observe that in infinite dimensions we use the w' -closure of the characteristic 
sets C(p) from (2.8); see also Remark 4.3 and Example 4.4 below for more discussions. 
Lemma 4.2 {distance to infinite inequalities in Banach spaces). Consider the in-
finite system :F of linear inequalities (1.2) with an arbitrary Banach space X of decision 
variables. Assume that :F satisfies the strong Slater condition at p = 0 and that the set 
{a; I t E T} is bounded in X'. Then there is 1'/ > 0 such that 
dist(x;:F{p)) = sup 
(x',a)Ecl'C(p) 
for any x EX and any p E loo(T) with IIPII :'0 1'/· 
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[(x',x) -a]+ 
llx'll 
(4.6) 
Proof. Observe first that, under the assumed boundedness of { ai I t E T}, the strong Slater 
condition is robust with respect to small parameter perturbations, i.e., the validity of the 
sse at p = 0 implies the existence of '7 > 0 such that this condition is fulfilled at any 
p E l00 (T) with IIPII ~ ?); specifically, ?J can be chosen as one half of that used in the proof 
of Theorem 3.4. In the rest of the· proof we fix such a parameter p and establish formula 
(4.6) for this p and every x EX. 
It follows directly from Lemma 2.1 and the structures of the sets F(p) in (1.2), H(x', a) 
in (4.4), and C(p) in (2.8) that 
F(p) c H(x', a) whenever (x', a) E cl'C(p), 
which immediately implies the inequality "2" in (4.6) by the Ascoli formula (4.5). 
To justify the converse inequality "~" in ( 4.6), it is sufficient to consider the nontrivial 
case of x ~ F(p) when we have 
dist(x;F(p))= inf (x',x-u) forsome x'EX' with llx'll=1 (4.7) 
uE:F(p) 
by [18, Corollary 23.14]. Fixing x' from (4.7) in what follows, we get therefore that 
(x',u) ~ (x',x) -dist(x;F(p)) for all u E F(p). 
This implies, by using Lemina 2.1 again and representing thew' -closure of the characteristic 
set C(p) in (2.8), that there are nets {>-v}vEN C IR'.{) and bv}vEN C IR+ such that 
(x', (x', x)- dist(x;F(p))) = w'-li~ { L Atv(a;, bt+ Pt) + 'Yv(O, 1)} (4.8) 
tET 
with 0 EX'. Let us show that limv/v = 0 in (4.8), i.e., we can equivalently remove the 
term "iv(O, 1)" from this representation. 
To proceed, fix an arbitrary number e > 0 and pick any Xe E F(p) satisfying the estimate 
(x',x- xe)- dist(x;F(p)) <e. (4.9) 
It follows from (4.8), by applying both sides there as linear functionals at (-xe, 1), that 
(x', X- Xe)- dist(x;F(p)) = li~ { L Atv [bt + Pt- (ai, x,)] + /v} 2 lim sup /v, 
tET v 
since the term [·] in the latter sum is nonnegative due the feasibility of Xe to the inequality 
system (1.2). By (4.9) we now conclude that limsupv/v < e, where e > 0 was chosen 
arbitrarily. Thus limv 'Yv = 0, which justifies the representation 
(x', (x',x)- dist(x;F(p))) = w'-li~ { L;>-tv(ai,bt + Pt) }· (4.10) 
tET 
It follows from the proof of Theorem 3.4 in a similar situation that 
0 < e := limsup L;>-tv < 00 
"' tET 
(4.11) 
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under the imposed boundedness of {ail t E T} and the strong Slater condition for :F(p). 
Then we have from (4.10), for a suitable subnet with no relabeling, that 
(x*, (x*,x)- dist(x;:F(p))) = *-l' {"' Atv ( * "· + l} 
e w 1;;n LJ" >. a,,"' Pt . ( 4.12) 
tET LJtET tv 
By passing finally to the limit in ( 4.12) along this subnet and taking into account relation-
ships (4.5) and (4.11), we find a pair (x*,iii) EX* x JR. such that 
(x*, iii) := ~ (x*, (x*, x) - dist(x; :F(p))) E cl*C(p), . [(x*,x)- iii]+ dJst(x;:F(p)) = llx*ll , 
which justifies the inequality "~" in ( 4.6) and completes the proof of the lemma. 6. 
Remark 4.3 (simplified distance formula to infinite inequalities in reflexive spaces). 
As mentioned above, some analogs of the distance formula (4.6) can be found in [5, Lemma 2.3] 
and [6, Lemma 1] in the case of finite-dimensional decision spaces X. It is actually proved 
therein that in X = JR.n we have 
dist(x;:F(p)) = sup 
(x*,<>)EC(p) 
[(x*,x)- a]+ 
llx*ll 
for all x E X and the corresponding parameter perturbations p sufficiently small. 
(4.13) 
Let us show that this simplified distance formula holds true in the infinite-dimensional 
framework of Lemma 4.2 provided in addition that the decision space X is reflexive. This 
means that in reflexive spaces X we have a counterpart of Lemma 4.2 with replacing ( 4.6) 
by ( 4.13), where the w• -closure of the characteristic set C(p) is not involved. This result is 
certainly of independent interest while it is not used in the rest of the paper. 
Due to the above results and discussions, it is sufficient to justify the inequality "$" 
in (4.13) if X is reflexive. Considering the nontrivial case of x ~ :F(p), we find by (36, 
Theorems 3.8.1(i) and 3.8.4(ii)] elements v E :F(p) and x* EX* with llx*ll = 1 such that 
dist(x;:F(p))=llx-vll=(x*,x-v) and (x*,u-v)~O forall uE:F(p). 
Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 4.2 while using the classical Mazur theorem ensuring 
that, in duals to reflexive spaces, thew* -closure of a convex set agrees with its norm closure, 
we find sequences { AkhEW c IR'{) and bkhEW c JR.+ satisfying the limiting equality 
(x*,(x*,v)) = J.!.,~ {L:>-tk(ai,bt+Pt) +'Yk(0,1)} with OE X*, (4.14) 
tET 
where the convergence is in the norm topology of X*. This implies the relationships 
1 = llx* II = k~~ II LAtka; II and 
tET 
(4.15) 
(x*, v) = lim { L >-tk(bt + Pt) + 'Yk}· 
k~oo 
tET 
(4.16) 
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Similarly to the proof of Lemma 4. 2 we show that limk~oo 'Yk = 0, i.e., we can equivalently 
remove 'Yk(O, 1) in (4.14) and 'Yk in (4.16). Denoting further 
6k := 2: Atk for all k E IN, 
tET 
observe that ek > 0 for all k sufficiently large due to (4.15). Finally, we define 
(x/;,<>k) :=: 2:>-tk(a;,bt + Pt) E C(p) 
k tET 
and conclude from (4.14) with 'Yk = 0 and from (4.17) that 
. . _ * _ . [(x);,x)-ak]+ 
dJst(x,F(p))- (x ,x- v)- hm II *II , 
k-+oo xk 
(4.17) 
which justifies the inequality":<:;" in (4.13) and thus shows that the w*-closure of C(p) can 
be dropped in the setting of Lemma 4.2 under the additional assumption on the reflexivity 
of the decision spaces X. 6 
The following example shows that the reflexivity of the decision space X is an essential 
requirement for the validity of the simplified distance formula ( 4.13), even in the framework 
of Asplund spaces. 
Example 4.4 (failure of the simplified distance formula in nonreflexive Asplund 
spaces). Consider the classical space co of sequences of real numbers converging to zero 
endowed with the supremum norm. This space is well known to be Asplund while not 
reflexive; see, e.g., [14]. Let us show that the simplified distance formula (4.13) fails in 
X = co for a rather plain linear system of countable inequalities. Of course, we need 
to demonstrate that the inequality ":<:;" is generally violated in (4.13), since the opposite 
inequality holds in any Banach space. Form the infinite (countable) linear inequality system 
F(O) := {x E col (ei + e;,x) :<:; -1, t E IN}, (4.18) 
where e; E l1 has 1 as its t-th component while all the remaining components are 0. System 
(4.18) can be rewritten as 
x E F(O) ¢==> x(1) + x(t) :<:; -1 for all t E IN. 
Observe that for the origin z = 0 we have dist(O; F(O)) = 1, and the distance is realized at, 
e.g., u = ( -1, 0, 0, ... ). Indeed, passing to the limit in the inequality 
x(1) + x(t) :<:; -1 as t-+ oo 
and taking into account that x(t) -+ 0 as t-+ oo, by the structure of the space of c0 , we get 
x (1) :<:; -1. Furthermore, it can be checked that 
(ei, -1) E cl*C(O), (ei,x- u) :<:; 0 for all x E F(O), 
dist(z; F(O)) = liz- ull = (ej, z- u) = (ej, ~~e!tt 1). 
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On the other hand, for the pair (x*, a) EX* x lR given by 
(x*,a):=(ei+l:.>x,e;,-1)EC(O) with AEIR<j!') and LAt=1, 
tEIN tEIN 
we can directly check that II x*ll = 2 and hence 
((x*,z)-a]+ 1 
-"----.,11---,x*"ll ~ = 2' 
which shows that the equality in (4.13) is violated for the countable system (4.18) in the 
nonreflexive Asplund space X = c0 of decision variables. £c, 
Now we are ready to establish a verifiable precise formula for computing the exact 
Lipschitzian bound lip .:F(O, x) for the infinite system (1.2) in the general Banach space X. 
Theorem 4.5 (computing the exact Lipschitzian bound). Letx E .:F(O) for the linear 
infinite inequality system (1.2) with a Banach decision space X. Assume that .:F satisfies 
the strong Slater condition at p = 0 and that the coefficient set {a; I t E T} is bounded in 
X*. The following assertions hold: 
(i) If x is a strong Slater point for .:F at p = 0, then lip .:F(O, x) = 0. 
(ii) If x is not a strong Slater point for .:F at p = 0, then the exact Lipschitzian bound 
is computed by 
lip.:F(O,x) = max{llx*ll-1 1 (x*, (x*,x)) E cl*C(O)} > 0 (4.19) 
via thew* -closure of the characteristic set (2.8) at p = 0. 
Proof. Let us first justify (i). It is shown in the proof of Theorem 3.4(i) that our current 
assumptions imply that (0, x) E int(gph.:F), which in turn yields by the definition of the 
exact Lipschitzian bound that lip .:F(O, x) in this case. 
Next we prove the more difficult assertion (ii) of the theorem assuming that x is not a 
strong Slater point for .:F at p = 0. Observe that by Lemma 3.3 the set (3.8) under the 
maximum operation on the right-hand side in (4.19) is nonempty and w*-compact in X* 
and the maximum over this set is realized and hence it is finite. The inequality "~" in 
(4.19) follows from the estimate 
lip .:F(O, x) ~ liD* .:F(o, x) II 
established for general mappings between Banach space in [28, Theorem 1.44] and formula 
(3.9) for computing the coderivative norm of the infinite inequality system .:Fin (1.2) derived 
above in Theorem 3.4. It remains to prove the opposite inequality ":S" in (4.19). 
To proceed, we use the distance representation (2.2) of the exact Lipschitzian bound. It 
is easy to see directly from the structure of .:Fin (1.2) that 
dist(p;.r-1(x)) =sup [(a;,x)- bt- Pt]+. 
tET 
(4.20) 
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Furthermore, we can represent the right-hand side expression in ( 4.20) via the w* -closure 
of the characteristic set (2.8) as follows: 
Indeed, picking (x*, a) E cl*C(p), representing it the net limiting form 
(x*, a) = w*- lim L Atv (a;, bt) with { Av hEN C JR.'{), 
vEN T tE 
and applying both sides of the latter equality at (x, -1), we get 
LAtv = 1, 
tET 
[(x*,x)-a]+= lim [2:::>-t((a;,x)-bt-Pt)] ::;sup[(a;,x)-bt-Pt]+, 
vEN tET + tET 
which justifies representation ( 4.21). 
( 4.21) 
Now substituting the distance formula (4.6) from Lemma 4.2 as well as those in (4.20) 
and (4.21) into the limiting distance representation (2.2) of the exact Lipschitzian bound 
for F =:Fat (0, x), we get 
sup [(x*, x) -a]+ llx*ll-1 
I. (x• ,a)Ecl'O(p) 1m sup (p,x)~(o,x) sup [ (x*, x) - a]+ 
(x•,a)Ecl'O(p) 
lip :F (0, x) = 
= 
sup [(x*,xk)- a]+ llx*ll-1 
I. (x• ,<>)Ecl'O(pk) lm ~~~~~--.. ~--,--,,---k~oo sup [ (x*, xk) - a]+ 
(x• ,a)Ecl'O(pk) 
along some sequence {(pk, xk)} converging to (0, x) as k --> oo. In what follows we write 
Pk = (Ptk )tET for each k E IN. Since x is not strong Slater point for p = 0, we have 
suptET [(a;, x) - bt] = 0 and hence 
Thus we can choose {tkhE.!V in T such that limk~oo [(a;., XkJ- bt•- Pt.k] = 0. Given any 
m E IN, choose now km E IN such that 
(a;.,xk)- bt•- Pt•k 2::-! whenever k 2:: km, mE IN. 
Consequently we have the relationship 
Furthermore, we can always choose km to be so large that (a;, xk)- bt- Ptk::; (1/m) for 
all t E T whenever k 2:: km, and thus 
I (a;., Xk) - bt• - Ptkk I $ ! for all k 2:: km. (4.22) 
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This allows us, with no loss of generality, to select a sequence of k1 < k2 < ... along which 
lip .'F(O, x) 
sup [(x',xkm)- a]+llx*ll-1 
. (x* ,o:)Ecl*C(pkm), {x"' ,xkm)-a;::-~ 
J~oo sup [ (x*, Xkm)- a]+ 
(x• ,a:}Ecl*C(pkm ), {x* ,xkm )-a::2:-~ 
::; lim sup { sup llx*ll-1} 
m-oo (x*,o:)Ecl,.C(pkm), (x*,x~c,,..}-a:;::-~ 
= lim llx;';,ll-1 (4.23) m-oo 
for some sequence { x;';,} C X* and the corresponding one { <>m} C JR. satisfying 
(x;';,, <>m) E cl*C(pkm) and (x;';,, Xkm) - <>m ~ _.!_ for all mE IN. 
m 
(4.24) 
Note that, as shown in Example 4.4, the w* -closure cl*C(Pkm) of the characteristic set 
cannot be dropped in ( 4.24) unless the decision space X is reflexive. Observe also from the 
inequality preceding (4.22) and from (4.24) that we have in fact the equality 
(4.25) 
for the sequence of triples {(x;';,,xkm,<>m)} C X* x X x JR. selected above. 
Since {x;';,}mEiN belongs to the w'-compact set cl'co{ail t E T}, we can select a subnet 
{x~}vEN of this sequence that w'-converges to some x' E cl'co{ail t E T}. Using the 
w* -upper semicontinuity of the reciprocal norm x* >-> llx'll-1 , we get from ( 4.23) that 
(4.26) 
It follows from ( 4.25) that limv <>v = (x*, x) along the chosen subnet; note that the corre-
sponding subnet { Xv} strongly converges to x. Let us now show that 
(x*, (x*,x)) E cl*C(O), (4.27) 
which implies, by the the equivalent version of the strong Slater condition in Lemma 2.3(ii), 
that x* i= 0 and thus justifies by (4.26) the desired inequality "::;" in (4.19). 
Associated with the above subnet index v EN, we denote by {Pv }vEN the corresponding 
subnet of the sequence of perturbations {Pkm}mElN and write Pv = (ptv)tET· To prove now 
( 4.27), fix an index v E N of the subnet under consideration and select for this v another 
net, denoted by " E IC, such that 
(x~, <>v) = w'-lim I>>-tv~(a;, bt + Ptv) for each v EN, 
~EIC tET 
(4.28) 
where { Atv~ tEIC C IR'[) with l:tET Atv~ = 1 for all 1< E IC. Our goal now is to show that 
·for each v EN there is K.v E JC realizing the limiting procedure to get ( 4.27) by 
(x*, (x*,x)) = w*-lim "');tv(a;,b,) E cl*C(O) with Atv := Atv~v· 
vENL,.,T 
tE 
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(4.29) 
To proceed, fix an arbitrary w* -neighborhood VA,e C X* x 1R of (x*, (x*, x)) that, by 
definition, is determined by a number £ > 0 and a finite subset of the primal product space 
A:= {(x;,,6;) EX x IRI i = 1, ... ,n with some n E IN} as follows: 
VA,e = { (x*, a) EX* x IR[ PA((x*, a), (x*, (x*, x))) < £ }, 
where PA is a seminorm on X* x 1R defined by 
Since (x~,av)-> (x*, (x*,x)) for the subnet constructed above, we choose v EN with 
(x~, av) E VA,e/3· Moreover, for each v we can select f<v E /C such that 
L );tv (a;, bt + Ptv) E VA,2ef3 (4.30) 
tET 
with the notation from (4.28) and (4.29). Indeed, inclusion (4.30) is satisfied by letting 
PA((x~,av),.L;:Xtv(a;,bt+Ptv)) < ~· 
tET 
Observe further, by seminorm properties and the above choice of nets and notation, that 
PA( L );tv(a;, bt + Ptv ), L );tv(a;, bt)) 
tET tET 
= max 1,6; .L;:XtvPtvl :'0 (max ,6;) IIPvll· 19~n tET 1:$t:$n 
Thus letting ,6;IIPvll < £/3 for all i = 1, ... , nand taking into account that 
II L );tvPtvll :'0 IIPvll -> 0 
tET 
along the selected net, we conclude that 
L );tv (a;, bt) E VA,e, 
tET 
which implies ( 4.29) and completes the proof of the theorem. 
Comparing finally the results on computing the coderivative norm in Theorem 3.4 and 
the exact Lipschitzian bound in Theorem 4.5, we arrive at the unconditional relationship 
between the coderivative norm and exact Lipschitzian bound of the infinite system F in 
infinite dimensions known before only for mappings between finite-dimensional spaces; cf. 
formula (2.5) and the corresponding discussions is Section 2. 
Corollary 4.6 (relationship between the exact Lipschitzian bound and coderiva-
tive norm). Let x E F(O) for the infinite system (1.2) satisfying the strong Slater condition 
at p = 0. Assume that the decision space X is arbitrary Banach and that the coefficient set 
{a; I t E T} is bounded in X*. Then 
lipF(O,x) = IID*F(O,x)ll· (4.31) 
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Proof. If xis a strong Slater point for Fat p = 0, then we have equality (4.31) directly 
by comparing assertions (i) in Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 4.5 that ensure that 
lip F(O, x) = liD' F(O, x) II = o. 
Note that the boundedness assumption on {ail t E T} is not needed in Theorem 3.4(i) 
while it is needed in Theorem 4.5(i). On the other hand, if x is not a strong Slater point 
for Fat p = 0, then equality (4.31) follows from comparing assertions (ii) in Theorem 3.4 
and Theorem 4.5 that justify the same formula for computing liD* F(O, x) II and lip F(O, x) 
in (3.9) and (4.19), respectively. 6 
5 Necessary Optimality Conditions for Nonsmooth Infinite 
and Semi-Infinite Programs 
This section is devoted to deriving necessary optimality conditions for the parametric infinite 
programming problem (1.1) with the constraint inequality system (1.2) offeasible solutions 
belonging to an arbitrary Banach space X of decision variables. We keep the same standing 
assumptions on the initial data of the feasible solution map F as in the preceding sections 
while imposing fairly general requirements on the cost function <p, which may be nonsmooth 
and heavily nonconvex. To the best of our knowledge, not much has been done in the theory 
of necessary optimality conditions for problems of infinite and semi-infinite programs with 
nonsmooth and nonconvex objectives. The results obtained in this section seem to be new 
in both semi-infinite and infinite frameworks even for programs with smooth objectives; see 
Remarks 5.3 and 5.6 for more discussions and references. 
As mentioned in Section 1, we derive necessary optimality conditions of two indepen-
dent types: lower subdifferential and upper subdifferential ones depending on the type and 
"direction" of subdifferentials used for the cost function; cf. [29, Chapter 5] for the classifica-
tion and developments in other optimization frameworks. For the infinite and semi-infinite 
programs under consideration, computing the coderivative of the feasible solution map F 
in Section 3 plays a crucial role in formulating and proving the most suitable qualifica-
tion requirements and constructive necessary optimality conditions of both lower and upper 
subdifferential types expressed entirely via the initial data. 
To proceed, let us briefly overview some notions of generalized differentiation employed 
in our subsequent results. We begin with lower subdifferentials that extend the classical 
subdifferential of convex analysis to nonconvex settings and are conventionally used in 
the study of minimization problems with "less or equal (~)" inequality constraints as in 
(1.2). Since our infinite/semi-infinite setup is intrinsically in general Banach spaces by the 
unavoidable 100 nature of the parameter space 100 (T) (see Proposition 2.4) independently of 
the dimension and nature of the decision space X, and since we have to work in the product 
space loo(T) x X due to the parametric constrained structure of (1.1), we cannot employ the 
well-developed Asplund space theory from [28, 29]. The most appropriate subdifferential 
construction in our framework is the so-called approximate subdifferential by Ioffe [16, 17], 
which is a general (while more complicated, topological) Banach space extension of the 
(sequential) basic/limiting subdifferential by Mordukhovich [23, 28] that may be larger than 
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the latter even for locally Lipschitzian functions on nonseparable Asplund spaces while it is 
always smaller than the Clarke subdifferential; see [28, Subsection 3.2.3] for more details. 
The approximate subdifferential constructions on arbitrary Banach spaces are defined 
by the following multistep procedure. Given a function <.p: Z --> lR finite at z, we first 
consider its lower Dini (or Dini-Hadamard) directional derivative 
d- (- ) 1. . f <.p(z + tu)- <.p(z) 'P z· v := 1m1n I U--+1) t l 
tlO 
v E Z, 
and then define the Dini ro-subdifferential of <.p at z by 
D;<.p(z) := {z* E Z*l (z*,v)::; d-<.p(z;v) +cllvll for all v E Z}, c ::>: 0. 
As usual, put D;<.p(z) := 0 if <.p(z) = oo. The A-subdifferential of <.p at z is defined via 
topological limits involving finite-dimensional reductions of c-subgradients by 
DA<.p(z) := n LimsupD;(~.p+o(·;L))(z), 
LEC z.!!,z 
e>O 
where .Cis the collection of all finite-dimensional subspaces of Z, where o(·; L) is the in-
dicator function of a set equal 0 on the set and oo otherwise, where z .:£.. z means that 
z--> z with <.p(z)--> <.p(z), and where Lim sup stands for the topological Painleve-Kuratowski 
upper/ outer limit of a mapping F: Z =# Z* as z --> z defined by 
Lims_upF(z):={z*EZ*[ 3anet (zv,z~)vENCZxZ* with z~EF(zv) and 
z~z 
(zv, z~) --> (z, z*) in the II· II X w* topology of Z X Z* }. 
Then the approximate G -subdifferential of <.p at z (the main construction called the "nucleus 
of the G-subdifferential" in [16]) is defined by 
Dc<.p(z) := { z* EX*[ (z*, -1) E U ADAdist((z,<.p(z)); epi<.p) }, 
>.>0 
(5.1) 
where epi<.p := {(z,Jt) E Z x IRI tt ::>: <.p(z)}. This construction, in any Banach space 
Z, reduces to the classical derivative in the case of smooth functions and to the classical 
subdifferential of convex analysis if <.p is convex. 
In what follows we also need the singular G -subdifferential of <.p at x defined by 
Di'f<.p(z) := {z* EX*[ (z*,O) E U ADAdist((z,<.p(z));epi<.p) }· 
>.>0 
(5.2) 
Note that Dif<.p(x) = {0} if <.pis locally Lipschitzian around x. 
Now we are ready to establish the first result of this section providing lower subdifferen-
tial necessary optimality conditions for the original infinite programming problem in (1.1), 
(1.2) with a general nonsmooth cost· function <.p in Banach spaces. These conditions and 
the subsequent results of this section address an arbitrary local minimizer (p, x) E gph.F 
to the problem under consideration. Following our convention in the previous sections, we 
suppose without loss of generality that p = 0. 
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Theorem 5.1 (lower subdifferential optimality conditions for nonsmooth infinite 
programming in Banach spaces). Let (0, x) E gphF be a local minimizerfor problem 
(1.1) with the constraint system (1.2) given by the infinite linear inequalities. Assume that 
the decision space X is Banach and that the cost function <p: 100 (T) x X ---> 1R is lower 
semicontinuous around (0, x) with cp(O, x) < oo. Suppose furthermore that: 
(a) either <p is locally Lipschitzian around (0, x), 
(b) or F satisfies the strong Slater condition at p = 0, the coefficient set {a; I t E T} is 
bounded in X*, and the system 
(p*, x*) E 80 cp(O, x), -(p*, x*, (x*, x)) E cl*cone{ (-6,, a;, b1o) I t E T} (5.3) 
has only the trivial solution (p*, x*) = (0, 0). 
Then there is a G-subgradient pair (p*, x*) E Dacp(O, x) such that 
-(p*, x*, (x*, x)) E cl*cone{ ( -6,, at' ,b,JI t E T}. (5.4) 
Proof. The original problem (1.1) can be rewritten as as a mathematical program with 
geometric constraints: 
minimize cp(p, x) subject to (p, x) E gphF, (5.5) 
which is equivalently described by unconstrained minimization with "infinite penalties": 
minimize cp(p, x) + 6 ( (p, x); gph F) 
via the indicator function of the graph of the feasible set F. Applying the G-generalized 
Fermat stationary rule to the latter problem at its local minimizer (0, x), we have 
(0, 0) E Da ['P + 6(·; gphF)] (0, x). (5.6) 
Employing the G-subdifferential sum rule to (5.6), formulated in [16, Theorem 7.4] for the 
"nuclei", we obtained from (5.6) that 
(0,0) E Dacp(O,x) + N((O,x);gphF) (5.7) 
provided that either <p is locally Lipschitzian around (0, x), or the interior of gphF is 
nonempty and the qualification condition 
80cp(O,x) n [- N((O,x);gphF)] = {0,0} (5.8) 
is satisfied. Note that the strong Slater condition (2.9) and the boundedness of {ail t E T} 
surely imply that the interior of gph F is nonempty. Observe furthermore that, by the 
coderivative definition (2.3), the optimality condition (5.7) can be equivalently written as 
there is (p*, x*) E Dacp(O, x) with - p* ED* F(O, x)(x*). (5.9) 
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Employing now in (5.9) the precise coderivative calculation from Theorem 3.2, we arrive at 
(5.4). It follows by similar arguments that the qualification condition (5.8) can be written 
in the explicit form (5.3). This completes the proof of the theorem. 6 
The result of Theorem 5.1 is represented in a much simpler form for smooth programs 
(1.1), which also seems to be new in the framework of infinite programming under consid-
eration. Recall that a function <p: Z --> lR is strictly differentiable at z, with its gradient at 
this point denoted by 'il<p(z) E Z*, if we have 
lim <p(z) - <p(u)- ('il<p(z), z- u) = 0 
z,u-z liz - ull ' 
which surely holds if <p is continuously differentiable around z. 
Corollary 5.2 (necessary optimality conditions for smooth infinite programs). 
Given a local minimizer (0, x) E gphF for problem (1.1) with the feasible solution map 
(1.2) in a Banach space X, assume that the cost function <p: l00 (T) x X --> lR is strictly 
differentiable at (0, x). Then we have the inclusion 
- ( 'i7 p<p(O, x), 'i7 x'P(O, x), ('il x'P(O, x), x)) E cl*cone{ ( -6,, a;' b,) I t E T }· (5.10) 
Proof. It is easy to check that 
8a<p(O, x) = { ('il p<p(O, x), 'i7 x'P(O, x))} 
if <p is strictly differentiable at (0, x). Furthermore, a function strictly differentiable at some 
point is well known to be locally Lipschitzian around this point. Thus assumption (a) of 
Theorem 5.1 is satisfied (observe that the strong Slater condition on F and the boundedness 
of {ail t E T} are not needed), and we arrive at (5.10) from (5.4). 6 
Remark 5.3 (qualified asymptotic optimality conditions). Observe that the neces-
sary optimality conditions obtained in Theorem 5.1 and its Corollary 5.2 for general classes 
of infinite programs are given in the qualifiedjKKT form (nonzero multiplier for the cost 
function) with no constraint qualification imposed in the case of Lipschitzian and hence of 
smooth objectives. This differs the conditions obtained from those known in the literature, 
mainly for smooth semi-infinite programs and for convex infinite and semi-infinite ones; see 
Section 1. We particularly refer the reader to the recent paper [37] (probably the first one on 
nonsmooth and nonconvex semi-infinite optimization), which contains necessary optimality 
conditions of the Lagrangian type, under certain constraint qualifications, for nonsmooth 
and nonconvex semi-infinite programs with a compact index set that are expressed in terms 
of Clarke's generalized gradient. On the other hand, our necessary optimality conditions are 
given in the new asymptotic form that involves the w*-closure of the set on the right-hand 
sides in (5.4) and (5.10), which does not seem to be used in the previous publications on 
optimality conditions in infinite or semi-infinite programming. 
Next we derive qualified asymptotic necessary optimality condition of a new upper sub-
differential type, initiated in [27] for other classes of optimization problems with finitely 
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many constraints. The upper subdifferential optimality conditions presented below are gen-
erally independent of Theorem 5.1 while reduce to Corollary 5.2 for smooth ( C1) problems 
and give significantly stronger results for nonsmooth objectives of important special struc-
ture; see Remark 5.6 for more details and discussions. The main characteristic feature of 
upper subdifferential conditions is that they apply to minimization problems but not to the 
expected framework of maximization. 
To proceed, we recall the notion of the Frechet upper subdifferential (known also as the 
Frechet or viscosity superdifferential) of rp: X -> IR at z defined by 
§+rp(z) := {z' E Z'Jlimsup rp(z)- rp(z)- (z',z- z) :0: o}, 
z~z liz- zll (5.11) 
which reduces to the classical gradient 'Vrp(z) if rp is Frechet differentiable at z and to the 
(upper) subdifferential of concave functions in the framework of convex analysis. Note that 
we always have the relationship a+rp(z) = -8(-rp)(z) between the upper subdifferential 
(5.11) and its lower (usual) Frechet counterpart 
Brp(z) := {z' E z·Jlimi!J.frp(z) -rp(z)- (z',z-z) ~ o}. 
z~z liz- zll (5.12) 
We have the following upper sub differential optimality conditions for the general infinite 
and semi-infinite programs (1.1), (1.2) under consideration. 
Theorem 5.4 (upper subdifferential optimality conditions for nonsmooth infi-
nite programming in Banach spaces). Let (0, x) E gphF be a local minimizer for 
problem (1.1) with the infinite constraint system (1.2) in Banach spaces. Then EVERY up-
per subgradient (p', x') E a+rp(O, x) satisfies inclusion (5.4) in Theorem 5.1. 
Proof. Pick any (p', x') E §+rp(O, x) and, employing [28, Theorem 1.88(i)J held in arbitrary 
Banach spaces, construct a function s: l00 (T) x X -> 1R such that 
s(O, x) = rp(O, x), rp(p, x) :S s(p, x) for all (p, x) E l00 (T) x X, (5.13) 
and s(-) is Frechet differentiable at (0, x) with the gradient 'Vs(O, x) = (p*, x*). Taking into 
account that (0, x) is a local minimizer for (1.1) and that 
s(O,x) = rp(O,x) :0: rp(p,x) :S s(p,x) for all (p,x) E gphF near (O,x) 
by (5.13), we conclude that (0, x) is a local minimizer for the auxiliary problem 
minimize s(p, x) subject to (p, x) E gphF (5.14) 
with the objective s(·) that is Frechet differentiable at (0, x). Rewriting (5.14) in the 
infinite-penalty unconstrained form 
minimize s(p,x) +o((p,x);gphF) 
via the indicator function of gph F, observe directly from definition (5.12) of the Frechet 
subdifferential at a local minimizer that 
(0,0) E B[s+O(-;gphF)j(O,x). (5.15) 
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Since s(·) is Frechet differentiable at (O,x), we easily get from (5.15) that 
(0, 0) E \7 s(O, x) + N((O, x); gphF), 
which implies by \7 s(O, x) = (p*, x*) and the coderivative definition (2.3) that 
-p' E D'F(O,x)(x'). 
Employing finally the coderivative description for the infinite system F at (0, x) from The-
orem 3.2, we arrive at the optimality condition (5.4) held for every (p', x') E D+<p(O, x) and 
thus complete the proof of the theorem. 6 
As a simple consequence of Theorem 5.4, we get an improvement of Corollary 5.2, where 
the cost function <pis assumed to be merely F'rechet differentiable at the optimal point (0, x) 
instead of the more restrictive assumption on its strict differentiability at this point. 
Corollary 5.5 (necessary optimality conditions for infinite programs with Frechet 
differentiable objectives). Let (O,x) E gphF be a local minimizer for problem (1.1), (1.2) 
with a Banach decision space X, where the cost function <p is F'rechet differentiable at (0, x) 
with the gradient \l<p(O,x). Then the necessary optimality condition (5.10) is satisfied. 
Proof. It follows directly from Theorem 5.4 due to the fact that §+<p(O,x) = {\lcp(O,x)} 
when <pis Frechet differentiable at (0, x). 6 
Finally, let us discuss the major relationships between the lower and upper subdifferen-
tial optimality conditions obtained in this paper. 
Remark 5.6 (comparison between lower and upper subdifferential optimality 
conditions for infinite and semi-infinite programs). We can see that the necessary 
optimality conditions in Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 5.4 are formulated in the similar formats 
with two visible distinctions: 
(i) There are no assumptions imposed on <p and F in Theorem 5.4 in contrast to those 
in Theorem 5.1. 
(ii) The resulting inclusion (5.4) is proved to hold for every Frechet upper subgradient 
(p',x') E §+cp(O,x) in Theorem 5.4 instead of some G-subgradient (p',x') E 8acp(O;x) in 
the lower subdifferential result of Theorem 5.1. 
The underlying issue to draw the reader's attention is that the Frechet upper subdiffer-
entialD+cp(O, x) may be empty in many important situations (e.g., for convex cost functions) 
while the G-subdifferential is nonempty at least for every function on a Banach space that is 
locally Lipschitzian around (0, x). Note that the optimality condition of Theorem 5.4 holds 
trivially if §+cp(O, x) = 0, while even in this case it provides an easily checkable information 
on optimality without taking constraints into account. Of course, a real strength of upper 
subdifferential optimality conditions as in Theorem 5.4 should be exhibited for nonsmooth 
cost functions admitting Frechet upper subgradients at the point in question. 
There are remarkable classes of nonsmooth functions enjoying the latter property. First 
we mention concave continuous functions on arbitrary Banach spaces and also DC (difference 
of convex) functions whose minimization can be reduced to minimizing concave functions 
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subject to convex constraints. Another important class of functions admitting a nonempty 
set of Frechet upper subgradients consists of the so-called semiconcave functions, known also 
under various other names (e.g., upper subsmooth, paraconcave, approximately concave, 
etc.) and being particularly important for applications to optimization, viscosity solutions 
of the Hamilton-Jacobi partial differential equations, optimal control, and differential games; 
see more discussions and references in [29, Commentary 5.5.4, pp. 135-136]. 
Since the G-subdifferential 8acp(O, x) is smaller than the Clarke generalized gradient 
8ccp(O, x) for lower semicontinuous functions in any Banach space, Theorem 5.1 immediately 
implies its counterparts with a C-subgradient (p*, x') E 8ccp(O, x) therein. It is worth 
emphasizing that the latter lower subdifferential optimality condition is significantly weaker 
than the upper subdifferential one in Theorem 5.4 for concave and other "upper regular" 
functions (see [28]) including those mentioned above. Considering for simplicity the case of 
concave continuous functions, we have 
8+cp(z) = -8( -cp)(z) = -8c( -cp)(z) = 8ccp(z) of 0 
due to the plus-minus symmetry of the generalized gradient for locally Lipschitzian func-
tions. Thus Theorem 5.4 dramatically strengthens the C-counterpart of Theorem 5.1 in 
such cases justifying the necessary optimality condition held for every (p*, x*) E 8ccp( 0, x) 
instead of just one element from this set. 
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